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Abstract: Geographical accessibility to health care services is widely accepted as relevant to improve
population health. However, measuring it is very complex, mainly when applied at administrative
levels that go beyond the small-area level. This is the case in Portugal, where the municipality is
the administrative level that is most appropriate for implementing policies to improve the access
to those services. The aim of this paper is to assess whether inequalities in terms of access to a
hospital in Portugal have improved over the last 20 years. A population-weighted driving time was
applied using the census tract population, the roads network, the reference hospitals’ catchment
area and the municipality boundaries. The results show that municipalities are 25 min away from
the hospital—3 min less than in 1991—and that there is an association with premature mortality,
elderly population and population density. However, disparities between municipalities are still huge.
Municipalities with higher rates of older populations, isolated communities or those located closer to
the border with Spain face harder challenges and require greater attention from local administration.
Since municipalities now have responsibilities for health, it is important they implement interventions
at the local level to tackle disparities impacting access to healthcare.

Keywords: geographical accessibility; local scale; municipality; healthcare services;
spatial planning; decentralization

1. Introduction

Internationally, access to healthcare is one of the primary goals of every country’s government [1–5].
Providing access to quality and essential healthcare services and reducing inequalities within countries
are, in fact, two of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals, set out by world leaders to
promote the eradication of poverty and advance economic, social and environmental development
on a global scale by 2030 [6]. Moreover, the improvement in accessibility is considered a main driver
for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth proposed by the Europe 2020 Strategy and the Territorial
Agenda 2020 [7]. Achieving those goals is fundamental to achieving equity in access to healthcare
because large inequalities can exacerbate disparities in health outcomes and quality of life [3].

Despite this, there is no consensus on how to define access, mainly due to its multidimensional
nature and the vast array of accessibility measures that can be applied [8–10]. The following concepts
were adopted for this paper. Penchansky and Thomas [11] define access as a concept representing
a degree of fit between patients and the health system; Gulzar [12] considers access as the ability of
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a population to use health services, whether that ability be affected by access barriers or facilitators.
According to Joseph and Philips [13], access can be realized or potential. The first approach focuses
on utilization patterns. The latter considers potential barriers to utilization and measures access as
potential utilization.

There is also no agreement regarding the dimensions to define access. Penchansky and
Thomas’ [11] dimensions are accessibility, availability, accommodation, affordability and acceptability.
Availability and accessibility are the two spatial dimensions that together measure the patient’s
geographical accessibility [3,9,14]. Geurs and Wee [15] stated the four major components of accessibility:
(1) land-use, which reflects the location of supply and demand as well as the interactions between
them; (2) transportation, which considers the way an individual covers the distance between the origin
and the destination; (3) temporal, which focus on the availability of opportunities to move through the
day and the time available; (4) individual, regarding the individual characteristics that influence a
person’s access. This paper will focus on the two spatial dimensions from Penchansky and Thomas’
approach and the two first components referred by Geurs and Wee. In this way, the study will consider
the relationship between three factors, their spatial distribution and their characteristics: (a) how far
people live from healthcare services and are willing to travel, (b) how well transport provides links to
the healthcare services, and (c) how long it takes to travel to such services [16–22].

Finally, accessibility measurements are under growing scrutiny. Geurs and Wee [15] categorized
accessibility measures based on three perspectives: (1) infrastructure-based accessibility measures,
used to analyze the performance of the transport infrastructure; (2) activity-based accessibility measures,
used to analyze the range of opportunities with respect to their distribution in space and the travel
barriers between users and services; (3) utility-based accessibility measures, used to analyze the benefits
individuals derive from using the transport system [22]. Guagliardo [14] classifies them into four
categories: (1) provider-to-population ratios that are computed within bordered areas; (2) distance to
nearest provider, measured from a patient’s residence or from a population centre; (3) average distance
to a set of providers that corresponds to a combined measure of accessibility and availability since
travel impedance to all providers are summed and averaged; (4) gravitational models of provider
influence that represent the potential interaction between any population point and all service points
within a reasonable distance.

Geographical accessibility is generally accepted as an important component in evaluating a
population’s overall access to healthcare and is a basic aim to meet the population’s health needs [23–25].
Identifying where the truly underserved populations are located is an essential first step toward
meaningful and effective government intervention programs that can narrow gaps in accessing
healthcare and promote overall population health [3]. Thus, it is widely recognized as an important
spatial barrier to healthcare services [11,26] and, therefore, a significant source of spatial inequality [27]
and a major health determinant to be tackled [28]. Its study is essential for evaluating population
exposure to local environments [29,30]. According to the literature, geographical constraints on access
to services contribute to lower health care utilization, decreased uptake of preventive services and
lower survival rates, which may contribute to poorer health outcomes, particularly for those with lower
incomes [31–37]. It is also associated with poor utilization of specialization units, such as maternity
hospitals, pediatric centers and cancer management institutes, often located in larger cities and not
accessible or visible for people living in socio-economically deprived areas, rural communities and
remote places [38–41]. This is also of significant concern to ageing societies where geographical access is
critical [21,42] and seniors are experiencing more challenges accessing care [43,44]. Thus, a community
that needs to travel large distances from their residence to healthcare facilities experiences greater
difficulty in gaining access [45]. Users become prone to missing the opportunity to detect illnesses at an
early stage, starting treatment at different stages of chronic disease, receiving adequate pharmacological
prescriptions and dosages or participating in screening programs [46]. As a consequence, several studies
found an association between geographical accessibility to healthcare and the type of treatment and
medical intervention [47], the utilization of surgical services [48], cardiac rehabilitation treatment [49]
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or maternity hospitals [50], hepatitis C detection [51], survival from a cardiac disease [52–54], stage of
several cancers at diagnosis [55,56], and access to cancer treatment [57]. Ecological mortality studies
have also revealed that a longer distance to travel to healthcare is significantly associated with higher
mortality from heart attack [43], asthma [58], perinatal death [59,60], prostate and lung cancers [61] and
trauma accidents [62,63]. Therefore, those communities that have poor transportation infrastructures
and a lack of public transportation options, also often suffer from increased disadvantage and poorer
health status, meaning that they require even greater levels of access than those living in well
served areas [64].

Identifying health disparities—in the form of vulnerable territories with poorer geographical access
to health services that can be shaped by policies [65]—can be a key input for local authorities during
the design and implementation of policies [66,67]. Research highlighted that measuring geographical
accessibility enables: (1) to quantify differences in access [35,68]; (2) to identify gaps in service
provision [69–71]; (3) to model optimal facility location [72,73]; (4) to identify inequalities in service
provision [74,75]; (5) to promote evidence-based health policies [76–79]. Hence, measuring geographical
accessibility can be an essential element to support rationing decisions that affect both the process
of urban area development and spatial planning of health resources, and reinforce the need for
interventions that promote and improve the population health of a community [2,8,9,42,75,80–87].
However, geographical accessibility is often misunderstood and inadequately measured on many
studies and local plans [15].

According to the European Commission, Portugal is among the EU countries facing substantial
inequalities in the supply of healthcare services between regions and across urban and rural areas [88].
The OECD also points out the uneven geographical distribution of facilities as one of the biggest
barriers to accessing healthcare [89]. According to the scientific literature, poor geographical access is
affecting the utilization of health services in Portugal and some health outcomes. Santana [90] was
the first author to identify an association between distance and use of Emergency Rooms. Recently,
Vaz et al. [91] identified that a 10% increase in distance to Emergency facilities results in a 10 to
20% decrease in utilization, especially for low-severity demand. Costa et al. [92] identified a 2%
higher risk of dying from an amenable cause of death due to health care services for those living in
municipalities where it takes more than 30 min to reach the closest hospital. Therefore, researchers state
that it is essential to undertake a comprehensive assessment of geographical inequalities in access,
and to ensure that interventions to improve healthcare access are put in practice [93].

Until recently, health policies were only produced by Portugal’s central government, so most
plans focused on the national level and provided evidence at this level. Nonetheless, legislation from
2018 gave the municipalities the power to plan primary care units, and manage some human resources,
services and infrastructure. Moreover, they are now responsible for producing a local health plan
and implementing a health strategy to promote community and healthy living and active ageing [94].
Therefore, it is important to have access to clear evidence on inequalities regarding access to healthcare.
According to Mizen and colleagues [19], geographical accessibility to healthcare services needs to be
accurately assessed and effectively communicated to decision makers so that successful policy and
infrastructure planning can be implemented.

Operationalizing and computing a measurement able to quantify geographical accessibility is
challenging since it depends on a set of four parameters: definition of residential areas, a method of
aggregation, a measure of accessibility and a type of distance [5]. The choice and combination of these
parameters is likely to generate different results or lead to significant errors in measurement [5,17,95–99].

The first parameter relies on the definition of residential area. Selecting the appropriate spatial
unit of analysis is critical for quantifying geographical accessibility [100]. Aggregation errors arise
when, for the purpose of distance calculations, a single point is used to represent a larger spatial unit,
which, in turn, represents an aggregation of spatially distributed individuals, leading to a lack of
precision and estimation errors [83,101]. This may create the problem of ecological fallacy, since the
larger the spatial unit, the higher the error will be [19,98,99]. The census tract unit is often selected due
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to the low number of people, and the availability of detailed socioeconomic, demographic and housing
data, as well as their relative homogeneity [95].

The second focuses on the aggregation method applied. It is important to apply an aggregation
method so as to limit errors in the measurement of potential spatial access of larger areas, such as
parishes and municipalities [100]. Due to the differences between residential areas, it is inappropriate
to ignore who is living there since it introduces ecological fallacy [19]. Therefore, it is important to
weigh spatial access based on their number and distribution in the territory [66]. Studies generally
choose to consider the number of inhabitants in each residential area [29,66].

The third parameter considers the way geographic accessibility between the residential area
and the public service is measured. According to the literature, the five most commonly used
measures are: (1) the distance/time to the service [102]; (2) the number of services within n
meters or minutes [101]; (3) the mean distance/time to the n closest services [30]; (4) the gravity
model [103,104]; (5) the two-step floating catchment area methods and those derived from
them [18,20,21,24,85,103,105–108]. Among these, the last two are relatively popular methods for
measuring spatial equity [18,82,109]. Still, the most often used method is clearly the distance/time to
the closest service, which allows for evaluating geographical access to the healthcare services [27,100].

Finally, the fourth parameter deals with the type of distance, defined as the degree
to which two places on the same surface are connected [15]. There are several types of
distance that can be implemented [19]. Crow-fly with straight line distance is used in many
studies for determining healthcare services catchment areas or for estimating rates of population
served [8,18,101]. Public authorities generally use it as a decision tool [74] despite some doubts as to
its reliability [101,110,111]. Additionally, very popular among researchers, network-based distance is
measured under a network made of lines and nodes computing the length of the shortest path along
the transport network, representing the real network system taken by the population to move between
locations [8]. Therefore, it is more accurate and realistic [19,82] than the previous option, mainly in
regions where roads exhibit high degrees of sinuosity and topographical barriers [5,100,101].

Besides those four parameters mentioned in the literature, a fifth one must be considered in
accessibility studies aiming to support decision-making: the outcome of the measurement. The unit can
be different according to those parameters, influencing the way results are interpreted. According to
previous studies, displaying results in units of analysis that are meaningful to decision-making will
increase the likelihood that such results will be embedded in policy [15,77,112,113]. Most studies on
geographical accessibility present measurements of distances in kilometers [29,66], time in minutes [114]
or scores represented in quintiles [105,106]. Distance metrics offer awareness of geographical access
regardless of the transportation mode being used. Still, it does not consider the speed or physical
barriers, such as intersections that influence the time to reach healthcare. Time measurement considers
both, does not require previous assumptions and it is easily communicated to decision-makers.
However, it considers that all the healthcare services are equal. Scores allow for overcoming the
aforementioned negative aspects, although they cannot be easily interpreted and require comparison
to be understood.

Following the best approaches for each parameter, the population-weighted driving time indicator
is considered an adequate choice for measuring geographical accessibility because it allows for
overcoming the unrealistic equal access assumption and potential edge effects of the container-based
approach, and also uses an intuitive form of a distance-base measure [29], avoiding the modifiable unit
area problem [115]. This indicator accounts for the average time between population in a residential
area (e.g., census tract) and the healthcare service by considering the shortest distance between them
and the share of population within a larger area (e.g., municipality) [66]. This flexibility makes it
applicable to individual persons or households, as well as for a geographic area [29]. Previous studies
have applied this method to assess access to hospitals [66,111], alcohol sales [29], parks [116] and
supermarkets [30]. It was applied to studies at local [30] and national levels [29,66,111,116].
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The aim of this paper is to draw on population-weighted driving time to better assess whether
there are disparities in geographical access to the reference hospital in Portugal, how it has changed in
the past 20 years (1991–2011) and what influenced that change.

Due to the recent decentralization of power from the health sector to the local administration, this is
an important policy issue. For this reason, the geographical accessibility of Portuguese municipalities
was investigated with the aim of developing policy recommendations regarding which interventions
can be implemented to reduce the impact on health disparities.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Geographical Scales

Studying geographical accessibility to healthcare in Portugal requires two geographical levels to
be considered: the lowest level with population data and the adequate administrative level able to
implement changes.

The census tract is the minimal unit of census geographic hierarchy in Portugal. By using the
population at its smallest level, the geographic aggregation error is minimized [117]. In addition,
census tract-based spatial access metrics provide the flexibility to aggregate the metrics to any higher
geographic level that can be linked to geocoded individual or aggregated health outcomes [29].

Although the small-area level is adequate to capture the right level of areal differentiation [77,118],
the municipality administrative level is the most appropriate to present a geographical accessibility
measurement for Portugal. Four important points justify this choice: (1) it is considered the
geographical level that better fits ecological studies in Portugal, based on national registries, such as
mortality [99,119–121]; (2) hospitals had a catchment population area based on municipalities (except for
main urban areas where delimitation is based on parishes) until 2015 [122]; (3) it is the lowest meaningful
administrative level with an elected government with capacity to implement policies and interventions
that may impact population health [23,123]; (4) recently, municipalities became responsible for a set
of tasks and decisions that were previously taken centrally by the Health Ministry, as well as for the
production of a local health plan.

2.2. Method: The Population-Weighted Driving Time Indicator

Population-weighted driving time was the indicator selected to measure the potential geographical
accessibility from municipalities to the hospital’s catchment area in Portugal in three periods
(1991, 2001 and 2011).

This metric is a matter of calculating the accessibility measures on the level of the census tracts
and then computing the average time weighted by the population within the municipality.

The process to compute this indicator is straightforward, comprising three steps: (1) computing
the travelling time using a private car from the centroid of each small-area level (census tract) to
the reference hospital; (2) weighting the time needed for the population living in each small area;
(3) aggregating the travel time in order to identify the weighted average travel time of a municipality.
These steps can be translated into a formula. By taking a small-area i from municipality j:

time j =
n∑

i=1

 Ti × Pi∑n
j=1(Ti × Pi)

× Ti

 (1)

where Pi is the population living in the small area and Ti is the time (in minutes) needed to reach
the hospital. The outcome is measured in minutes, revealing the time that the population from a
municipality would need to reach the hospital through private car utilization. Figure 1 presents the
workflow implemented, namely the data and the functions, with ArcGIS 10.5 being used.
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2.3. Geographical Data

To build the population-weighted driving time metric, cartographic information was required
for (1) the distribution of the population at the small-area level (census tract); (2) the road network,
with information about speed limits and general driving conventions (e.g., intersections, traffic lights);
(3) the location of the hospital and its catchment area; (4) the boundaries of the municipalities.

The population data by census tract was provided by Statistics Portugal who collect this information
through the Census Survey every ten years. The indicator used for this study was the number of
permanent residents in the housing unit by census tract in 1991, 2001 and 2011. The quality of the data
from the census (population and housing censuses) for 1991, 2001 and 2011 was guaranteed by the
international standard that is applied by Statistics Portugal. The 1991 Census initiated the automatic
coding of alphabetic expressions; the 2001 census has already made use of the optical questionnaire
reading process and the 2011 census introduced the modernization of data collection processes, via the
internet response (it was called e-Censuses). The 2011 census followed the regulation of the European
Union (regulation EC 763/2008 of the European Parliament and of the European Council, of 9 July
2008; complementary regulations rEG (EC) No. 1201/2009, rEG (EC) No. 1151/2010 and rEG (CE)
No. 519/2010). These regulations introduced standards for all Member States, namely the smallest data
unit and the census moment. In this investigation, the census tract was used as the smallest data unit.
According to Statistics Portugal, the Census data collection corresponds to 97.5% of the Portuguese
population in 2011. In 2001, the coverage rates were higher (98.6%) as well as in 1991 (99.6%).

The roads and urban streets data was provided by ESRI Portugal, in the form of vector digital
data (Geospatial Data Presentation Form). The data are the TeleAtlas Multinet shapefiles produced
by TeleAtlas (now TomTom) as it is widely used in the market, particularly in the navigation sector.
This road database not only includes extensive, current and accurate geographical data, but it also
includes additional information, such as the legal speed limit, turn-by-turn instructions, street signs,
intersections and other transit directions. These data guarantee quality at all levels: attribute accuracy
(address attributes pre-standardized based on ESRI Portugal), logical consistency (shapefile),
completeness (compared to official Portuguese sources) and positional accuracy (map accuracy
standards for 1:100,000-scale maps). According to the company, the positional accuracy of the data is
up to one meter. These data were for the year 2011. The 2011 data served as reference to retrospectively
build the 2001 and 1991 road network. Due to a lack of data for the previous years, the National Road
Plan from 1985, old road maps and historical data from technical reports regarding the opening of
highway sections were used to backdate these data from 2011 to 2001 and 1991.

The location of the hospitals and their catchment areas were provided by the Central Administration
of the Health System, which manages the public hospitals and defines the catchment population
area of each hospital. Since the National Health Service (NHS) was created in 1979, the country has
been served by a network of public hospitals with access based on the pre-defined catchment area
of each hospital and, until 2015, a strong gate-keeping system [44,122,124]. Hospitals are classified
into a three-level administrative hierarchy that reflects differences in scale and scope [125]. Group I
comprise local hospitals with a catchment area of 75,000 to 500,000 inhabitants, providing some medical
and surgical specialties. Within group I there are some hospitals that are managed by charity trusts.
These so-called “social hospitals”, have agreements with the NHS and they provide healthcare to
users of the system in the same way as public hospitals. Group II comprises district hospitals that
provide the group I specialties in their own catchment area and also provide other specialties to some
group I hospitals located nearby. Group III comprises central hospitals that provide all medical and
surgical specialties in both the direct and indirect catchment areas from groups I and II hospitals
located nearby [126]. Therefore, district and central hospitals “accumulate” specialties according to
their level, and human resources and beds are allocated to the hospital and not to the different levels.
The group I hospitals were considered for this study because they only provide healthcare to those
living in their catchment area.
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The boundaries of the municipalities were produced by the Directorate General for the Territory,
which is responsible for producing accurate information regarding the administrative boundaries of
the administrative levels and providing their official delimitation.

3. Results

Through the census years, there was an increase in the number of census tracts and, simultaneously,
a decrease in the average population (Table 1). In 2011 there were more than 200,000 census tracts with
an average area of 300 square meters and 43 inhabitants.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the census tracts and municipalities.

1991 2001 2011

Smallest level:
Census tracts

Number of census tracts 91,615 149,603 232,625

Area
(km2) *

average 0.9 0.5 0.3

min–max 0.1–227 0.1–227 0.1–164

Population (n◦)
average 102 65 43

min–max 1–2585 1–1699 1–1742

Lower
Administrative

level:
Municipalities

Number of
census tracts

average 370 612 837

min–max 50–3700 74–5346 82–4099

Area
(km2)

average 324 320 230

min–max 8–1721 8–1720 7–1685

Population (n◦)
average 34,094 35,501 36,143

min–max 2052–663,394 1924–564,657 1834–547,733

* Only considering census tracts with population.

The time to reach the reference hospital, measured for each census tract, was aggregated to the
municipalities from Continental Portugal in order to identify the population-weighted driving time to
the reference hospital.

Since the area of the municipalities is large (average: 230 km2), the first step was to analyze the
internal range of values between the closest and the furthest census tract within the municipality to
the reference hospital. According to Figure 2, there is still a huge range in travel time. On average,
the travel time range is 22 min; 9.1% of the population lives in municipalities with an internal travel
time range to the reference hospital longer than 30 min. In 1991, it was slightly higher (23 min)
and the share of the population living in municipalities with a travel time longer than 30 min was
higher (10.6%).

According to Figure 3, inequalities between the Eastern and Western areas are evident.
The population-weighted access pattern follows the population distribution, with the municipalities
closer to Atlantic Ocean from North, Centre and the Greater Lisbon Region presenting very good
geographic accessibility. Outside this area there are also some pockets with very good accessibility in
the regions’ capitals. However, due to the greater distance between hospitals, there are 79 municipalities
whose population-weighted driving time is more than 30 min. The municipalities closer to the border
with Spain are those with the worst accessibility. This was already visible in 1991 and 2001. In 2011,
municipalities were, on average, within a 25-min journey to the hospital, accounting for 92.8% of
the population living in municipalities with population-weighted driving time lower than 30 min
(9,320,793 inhabitants). In 1991 the average population-weighted driving time to the hospital was
28 min.
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Figure 3. Population-weighted driving time to the reference hospital in Portugal by municipality in
1991, 2001 and 2011. Note: The population-weighted driving time to the reference hospital, by year
and municipality, is available here: saudemunicipio.uc.pt.

Comparing 1991 and 2011, almost all municipalities improved accessibility to the hospital within
the period of analysis (Figure 4). On average, population-weighted driving time for 2011 is 3 min lower
when compared to 1991, corresponding to an average gain of 10% in population-weighted driving
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time to the hospital. At present, residents of some municipalities need half the time they needed in
1991 to reach the hospital and, for others, the time decreased by more than 20 min. However, the Gini
Coefficient reveals that spatial inequalities are still persistent: in 1991, the Gini Coefficient was 0.335
and in 2011, 0.326.
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reference hospital by municipality.

Due to the chance that the reference hospital might not be the closest one, it was important
to apply the same methodology without considering the catchment areas. Figure 5 reveals that,
for most municipalities, there is no significative difference between the population-weighted time
to the reference hospital when compared to the closest hospital. However, in 1991 there were four
municipalities where the population-weighed driving time to the closest hospital was 30 min or
more lower than the population weighted driving time to the reference hospital. In 2011 only one
municipality remains in this category, located in the center of the Centro Region.

Figure 6 reveals the relevance of three different factors on the verified evolution of geographical
accessibility: changes to the hospital reference catchment area, improvement of the road network
and demographic changes to population concentration. Most municipalities were influenced by all
three factors: 31.8% of the population live in municipalities where the reference hospital changed,
the road network improved, and the external and internal changes of the population were considerable.
Only 5% of the 2011 population does not live in a municipality affected by at least one factor. These are
mostly located in inland Alentejo and the Centro Region. When looking at each factor individually, it is
evident that most people live in municipalities where significant changes to demographic distribution
occurred (72.2%), followed by populations living in municipalities where a highway was built (62.4%),
and 61.7% of the population live in municipalities where the reference hospital was not the same
throughout the study period.
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Figure 6. Impact of each factor on the change in population-weighted driving time to the reference
hospital by municipality between 1991 and 2011: (a) reference hospital (municipality where the reference
hospital changed); (b) road network (municipality where a road with a legal speed limit equal or higher
to 100 km/h was built); (c) population (municipality where there was a 10% increase/decrease in the
share of population living on predominantly urban parishes).
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According to Table 2, in 1991, 16% of the population was living in municipalities where the
population-weighted driving time to the hospital was more than 30 min. In 2011 that rate was
7%; a decrease of more than half. The biggest improvement was for those living in municipalities
with a population-weighted driving time between 40 and 50 min. Notice that, in 1991, there were
municipalities whose population-weighted driving time to reach the hospital was more than 90 min,
a situation that does not presently occur.

Table 2. Change in population between 1991 and 2011 interval of population-weighted driving time to
the hospital and population by interval in each year.

2011 Pop. (1991)

≤10 11–20 21–30 31–40 41–50 51–60 61–70 ≥71 N %

1991

≤10 90% 10% - - - - - - 3,950,420 39.1%

11–20 12% 88% - - - - - - 3,522,533 34.9%

21–30 2% 26% 72% - - - - - 1,008,268 10.0%

31–40 - 3% 47% 50% - - - - 470,573 4.7%

41–50 - 5% 6% 56% 33% - - - 854,226 8.5%

51–60 - - - 14% 35% 50% - - 129,093 1.3%

61–70 - - 6% - 21% 26% 48% - 105,546 1.0%

71–80 - - - - 68% - - 32% 17,985 0.2%

81–90 - - - - - 100% - - 37,963 0.4%

≥91 - - - - - - - 100% 4914 0.1%

Pop.
(2011)

N 4,047,471 4,260,054 1,013,268 398,171 165,120 111,924 43,352 8261

% 40.3% 42.4% 10.1% 4.0% 1.6% 1.1% 0.4% 0.1%

Note: The percentage within the 1991–2011 matrix takes into account the number of people within one time-interval
in 1991.

Table 3 reveals that there is a statistical association between the population-weighted driving
time and some demographic characteristics: municipalities with bad geographical accessibility to the
reference hospital have higher share of elderly population, high rates of premature mortality and lower
population density.

Table 3. Association between municipality population-weighted driving time to the reference hospital
and characteristics of the municipality.

Variable Year R2 Coefficient
(95%CI) p-Value

Population aged 65 or more (%)
2011 0.41 0.29 [0.25–0.33] <0.01

1991 0.33 1.02 [0.84–1.18] <0.01

Population density (n◦/km2)
2011 0.12 −0.005

[−0.007–−0.004] <0.01

1991 0.09 −0.005
[−0.007–−0.004] <0.01

Premature mortality per 100,000 inhabitants
2011 0.21 0.14 [0.10–0.17] <0.01

1991 0.12 0.13 [0.17–0.09] <0.01

Note: p-value below 0.01 provides evidence that the association is statistically significant.

Figure 7 exhibits that longer travel time is associated with higher share of elderly people. Table 3
reveals that even a one-minute increase in the population-weighted driving time is associated with
an increase of 0.3% in the share of the elderly population. This was already visible in 1991 but the
association was not so high. Almost all the municipalities with higher rates of elderly population are
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Additionally, in Figure 7, it is visible that there is a negative association between population
density and time to the reference hospital: the higher the time to reach the reference hospital, the smaller
the population density is. As expected, hospitals are mainly located in the most densely populated
municipalities and where the share of the elderly population is lower.

The population-weighted driving time to the reference hospital also reveals an association with
premature mortality, providing the evidence that areas with a high share of deaths, before the age
of 75, might have low levels of geographical accessibility. Results show that a one-minute increase
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in population-weighted driving time is associated with an increase of 0.14% in premature mortality.
In 1991 the association was a fraction lower. The municipalities with higher rates of premature mortality
are mostly located closer to the border with Spain and on the central axis that crosses Portugal from
North to South.

Most of the municipalities reveal more than one of these demographic characteristics. According
to Figure 8, all the municipalities where the population-weighted driving time is higher than 30 min,
also have an elderly population which is above the Portuguese average, and/or above average premature
mortality. In addition, some municipalities are negatively impacted by their proximity to the border
with Spain. Major issues are found in the municipalities closer to the border between the Alentejo and
Algarve regions; the central axis that crosses the country North to South in the middle; the Foz Côa
Valley; and the municipalities closer to the Spanish border.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Geographical Accessibility to the Reference Hospital in Portugal

The aim of this paper was to assess whether there are disparities in access to a hospital in Portugal
and how this has changed in the last 20 years (1991–2011). The results show that geographical
accessibility to the reference hospital improved over the years. However, disparities are still visible
between municipalities, with ageing and border communities remaining vulnerable and requiring
more attention.

Geographical access to the reference hospital mostly improved over time in Portugal with an
average gain of 10% in population-weighted driving time. The biggest improvement has been for those
living in municipalities with population-weighted driving time between 40 and 50 min and higher
than 70 min. In 2011, almost half of the population lives in municipalities with a population-weighted
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driving time to the hospital lower than 10 min (40%) and 93% lives in municipalities with a travel time
lower than 30 min, revealing very good geographical access. On average, municipalities present a
population-weighted driving time of 25 min in 2011—3 min less than 20 years ago. Still, there are
clearly two distinct realities in Portugal: Western Portugal between the two metropolitan areas, with a
high level of accessibility, and the remaining country, with low level of accessibility, with the exception
for the district capital regions.

Other authors identified the good levels of access to hospital care and also this dichotomy of
the Portuguese territory [27,106,127–129]. However, the levels of accessibility differ among them due
to different methods applied. By considering the year 2011 and the measurement of geographical
accessibility to the closest hospital, Perista [93] stated that over 90% of the population is deemed to live
within a radius of 15 min travel by road; Polzin and colleagues [106] found that 92% of the Portuguese
population has good geographical accessibility; Lopes and colleagues [130] concluded that they are
98% of the population; Sá Marques and colleagues quantified 99% of the population requiring until
half an hour to reach the hospital.

Several factors influence the decrease in the population-weighted driving time to the reference
hospital and the improvement of geographical accessibility between 1991 and 2011, namely (1) the
extension of the road network; (2) changes to the hospital distribution and catchment area;
(3) demographic changes in population distribution.

First, the significant expansion of the Portuguese road network contributed to a major decrease in
distances between main cities located in the littoral and inland areas [131,132]. Between 1991 and 2011
the dimension of the road network with a speed-limit higher than 100 km/h increased from 1358 km
to 5045 km. This threefold increase in the road network was one of the main goals of public policies
supported by the European Commission and the Portuguese Government [27]. More than half of the
population benefited directly from this improvement with the construction of highways. Nonetheless,
there is a concentration of these roads along the littoral, linking the metropolitan areas, and West–East
highways, built to facilitate the connection between the littoral and Spain.

Second, the distribution of hospitals in Portugal did not have major changes: two new hospitals
were built between 1991 and 2011 in both metropolitan areas and in places where existing hospitals
did not have enough capacity to address the population health’ needs. Over time, preference was
given to the reconstruction and construction of hospitals on the outskirts of the cities to replace the
previous ones [133]. Still, almost 62% of the population lives in municipalities where the reference
hospital changed over time. In 1999, hospitals started organizing into hospital centers with two to
four small hospitals located in neighborhood municipalities [122,123]. This reorganization aimed to
address the geographical disparities [93] and it was able to improve accessibility, especially from those
communities on the outskirts of the municipalities that were closer to another hospital. However,
in 2011 there were municipalities that were not assigned to the closest hospital and the difference in the
population-weighted driving time was significatively high (more than 15 min). These municipalities
are closer to small social hospitals that do not have enough human and technological resources to
provide healthcare for people outside their catchment area.

Finally, the demographic changes between regions (from inland to littoral) and within
municipalities (from rural to urban) is partially responsible for changes in population mobility,
affecting almost three quarters of the population. The population living in inland municipalities
decreased (some by more than 10%), in opposition to the municipalities along the littoral [134] where
most hospitals are concentrated. Additionally, within most municipalities, the population is leaving the
rural areas and becoming concentrated in cities and villages—namely young adults. Note that, in 1991,
less than a half of the population was living in urban settlements with more than 2000 inhabitants (48%).
In 2011, 61% of the population was living in urban settlements [135]. Nonetheless, although population
living in urban areas is increasing in Portugal, the share of the population living in rural areas is
still high compared to other European Countries, and more than half lives in remote areas [136].
Therefore, Portugal remains a polarized country whose littoral is characterized by high accessibility,
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urban development and higher population density, in contrast with the municipalities located inland,
revealing low-density and increasingly vulnerability to depopulation and ageing. Notice that the
population that lives in inland municipalities from the Norte (North) and Centro (Central) Regions
face challenges due to the sharp hilly terrain and those from Alentejo and Algarve face issues with the
low density of the road network.

4.2. Municipalities Requiring Higher Attention

Geographical access models have enormous potential for informing local decision-makers on
how to achieve social equity on hospital accessibility [111]. They offer critical information suitable for
planning and service provision as it allows for the identification of areas with lower (or higher) access
to healthcare resources, the assessment of spatial and social inequalities in access, and the identification
of underserved populations [18,95,111].

Focusing on the results of the population-weighted driving time results, this study highlights
the less empowered municipalities facing barriers to access and requiring intervention to improve
geographical access to a hospital: municipalities (1) with a population-weighted driving time exceeding
30 min to reach healthcare services; (2) closer the border; (3) with a high rate of older population;
(4) with a higher rate of premature mortality.

First, our results stress that 7.2% of the population live in municipalities whose
population-weighted driving time is higher than 30 min and more than 50 thousand inhabitants live in
municipalities with an average driving time higher than 60 min. Those communities are located in
municipalities that are mainly rural, inland and from the Alentejo region where population density is
lower and distances between communities are longer as the road network is not so developed.

Second, the municipalities closer to the Spanish border have the worst accessibility, as also stated
by other authors [27]. Border regions are often seen as poorly connected, and with reduced accessibility,
relative to the central regions [137,138]. The lack of accessible health services is one of the major issues
explaining the depopulation process in these areas [128].

Third, access to hospitals is particularly relevant for the elderly population with limited mobility
and revenue. However, higher rates of elderly people are found in municipalities with worse access to
hospitals; namely those living on the north–south central axis that crosses Portugal. As previously
noted, this is due to the demographic changes occurring in Portugal. Younger populations often present
higher mobility than older ones, mainly due to the former’s search for employment. The metropolitan
areas, as well as the municipalities on the littoral, are those attracting younger people. Thus,
some municipalities are simultaneously presenting both a loss of younger people and an ageing
population. Previous studies have already identified this phenomenon: regions with the lowest levels
of accessibility are often regions with the biggest share of the elderly population [27,66,98]. Moreover,
the elderly were already identified as one of the most vulnerable groups accessing health [128,139],
especially during the economic crisis [44], and access to healthcare is associated with old-age
survival [140]. According to Padeiro [5], in ageing societies, the time and distance to healthcare
services require a better match between location policies and demand for services. This issue is even
more problematic in Portugal due to the high dependency on cars for daily journeys, combined with
the fact that most of the older population no longer holds a driving license (2016; 63,6%). According to
Comber and Colleagues [16], non-car ownership is a significant predictor of difficulty in accessing
critical infrastructure, such as hospitals, and it is even more significant than geographical distance with
respect to utilization.

The lack of accessibility does not only affect the elderly. Premature mortality, an indicator that
accounts for deaths before the age of 75, is also a constant concern in some municipalities with a
population-weighted driving time higher than 30 min, both on the border with Spain and in the central
axis across Portugal. Previous studies already highlighted increasing mortality in Portugal in the
context of decreasing health services [128]. This reveals that primary care is not able to bridge the
gap in access and that there is an urgent need to increase the number of contacts with healthcare
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and provide preventable and specialized care. It is known that remote access to healthcare structures
constitute a barrier that discourages healthcare consumption [141], so it is important to improve access.

Since it is not possible to build a multi-specialized hospital in every municipality, results reveal
where it is important to act and the importance of designing public policies at local level and promoting
interventions able to overcome the lack of geographical accessibility to the hospital.

Municipalities with the worst geographical access might promote the organization of services into
Local Health Units, namely in the center of the Centro region and in the Alentejo region. Those whose
services are already organized in this type of structure might enhance communication between services
to promote better access to specialized care. According to our results, seven out the eight Local Health
Units available in Portugal are in areas with average to bad geographical accessibility, located closer to
the Spanish border. These units integrate local hospitals and related primary care centers into a unique
provider entity, based partly on geographical proximity and partly on the balance of specialties and
availability of an emergency department [142]. These units can also help to overcome a major barrier
to access healthcare in Portugal, by improving the lack of coordination or communication between
services [44,93] and improving access for those living far from the hospital and closer to a primary
health care center.

Municipalities located near the border with Spain might assist in the establishment of agreements
with Spanish healthcare services located near the border. The Euroregions, a transnational co-operation
structure between contiguous territories located in different European countries, are intended to help
reduce the disadvantages of the border regions, promote their integrated development and improve the
living conditions of the population in these areas [143] so they represent an excellent tool for promoting
access to health. There are four official Euroregions joining Portuguese and Spanish municipalities.
However, only two of them have established health as a priority, although information about the
type of partnerships [138,144,145] was unavailable. Besides these, some regions are implementing
some initiatives. For instance, the Centro (PT) and Castille and Léon (ES) regions have implemented a
cross-border innovation network for the early diagnosis of leukaemia, and the Local Health Unit of
Guarda (PT) and the University Hospital of Salamanca (ES) set a protocol that helps the Portuguese
unit to request support with surgical interventions and medical examinations or clinical support from
human resources in those specialties [146]. Local decision-makers with closer healthcare services on
the other side of the border (e.g., hospitals located in Vigo, Badajoz and Huelva), should promote these
types of partnerships and seek fundraising for the implementation of projects that can bring added
value to both sides of the border.

Finally, municipalities with a high rate of elderly people and/or high rates of premature mortality
might also consider telehealth as a viable solution to overcome the distance to the hospital and
provide the early detection of some pathologies. According to the literature, when compared to
face-to-face consultations, telehealth affords doctors the ability to see a higher volume of patients,
a broader geographical reach, a shorter waiting time and a more effective way to reduce avoidable
hospitalizations [147]. Still, in order to achieve these benefits, it is important that primary care has
adequate technology to support the examinations and communicate the results, and that doctors and
other health professionals receive training on how to use those technologies [148]. Municipalities can
act on both issues and, thus, provide improved access to healthcare.

The reasons behind poor accessibility are complex and some territories will require more than
one solution. Successful implementation will rely on excellent digital communication infrastructure,
cooperation between services and adequate information about the new solutions for both health
professionals and the general public.

4.3. Relevance of the Population-Weighted Driving Time Indicator

To date, there is no consensus on a standard measure, accurate representation and adequate
way to communicate geographical accessibility [16,27,31,105,149], so most authors defend the use of
simpler accessibility measures [150]. Still, the population-weighted driving time indicator revealed to
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be the adequate method to measure geographical accessibility from the Portuguese municipalities to
the reference hospital. Considering the five parameters previously discussed, this indicator deploys
on the census tract delimitation (the definition of the residential area), the number of inhabitants on
the census tract (the aggregation method), the time to the hospital (the measurement of geographical
accessibility between demand and supply), the distance based on a network (the type of distance) and
the outcome revealed in minutes (the unit of measurement).

Three main reasons explain the relevance of this indicator to measure geographic access
to healthcare.

The first one concerns the spatial resolution of the data. Portugal has very different administrative
units in terms of area: the North has much smaller administrative units when compared to the
administrative units in the South. The geographic variation in the dimension in area of the administrative
units poses a problem of bias in the results of calculating accessibility weighted by the population
when using the municipality centroid or the parish. For this reason, the centroid of the census tract
(thinner spatial unit) was used to calculate the travel time and to use the population value (weight) that
this census tract contains. The increase in the spatial resolution of the data increases the quality of the
population and the travel time. In fact, this had already been addressed by some authors [117,151] as a
problem that influences the quality of spatial data collection. The results achieved with this indicator
have greater accuracy and are more useful to policy makers because they better reveal local problems
(very fine scale) of accessibility to hospitals.

The second one concerns the scale. Small-area is the most adequate to capture the right level
of areal differentiation and to avoid estimation errors [77,95,98,100,115,118]. However, it is less
relevant for decision-makers since it does not adequately fit their needs. Displaying results in units
of analysis that are significant to decision-makers will increase the likelihood that such results will
be embedded in policy [15,77,112]. Therefore, finding the scale that better fits the evaluation and
decision is not easy, as well as the balance between accuracy and relevance that might compromise
further action. With this method, it is possible to move from a small-area level geographic accessibility
indicator to a local one without falling into a statistical bias that may lead to different conclusions
and policies [115,152]. Population-weighted accessibility metrics minimizes those errors since they
account for the uneven population distribution within a study area and integrate the power and
flexibility of the spatial interaction model-based approach [29]. Therefore, these measures fit better in
studies where geographical accessibility is included as a dimension of the territory to investigate the
association with health outcomes [98]. Thus, the characteristics of this metric make it easily applied to
any administrative level and a useful tool for decision-makers, contributing to the design of policies
and intervention programs. For example, it can be used to identify the extent to which people living in
different locations may “gain or lose” from the applications of those planning policies or programs.
This way, it is a decision-making support tool with the capacity to improve evaluation and, at the same
time, decision-making at local, regional and national levels.

The last reason is based on the outcome result. The population-weighted driving time results
are presented as time, measured in minutes. Since it is a universal measure directly interpretable in
absolute units, as such it does not require any comparison with other values to be understandable. Thus,
population-weighted driving time significantly enhances understanding of access to healthcare services
by providing legible information that raises awareness and promotes evidence-based governance and
contributes towards a productive discourse on future directions for healthcare planning.

Hence, the population-weighted driving time approach: (1) is much easier to use; (2) is sensitive
to locally low areas of accessibility where populations live; (3) considers the population distribution
at small-area level; (4) provides prompt awareness of priority interventions to national and local
decision-makers regarding which regions require interventions. Moreover, the population-weighted
bottom-up approach provides great flexibility in generating geographical accessibility measures at any
geographic level that could be linked with population health outcomes of interest [29]. Therefore, it is
valuable for policymakers to optimize current service provision and organization, which may lead to
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improved efficiency and reduced inequality, and for researchers to gain a better understanding of the
mechanisms underlying inequality in care. The relevance of the calculation of potential geographical
access to health equipment is fundamental for the pursuit of the policies of service providers, given that
there is a constant need to monitor compliance with national guidelines on equity, to ensure full
coverage of the provision healthcare services and their operational management and to contribute to
the consolidation of future planning policies at the national, regional and local level.

4.4. Limitations and Future Developments of the Indicator

From our knowledge this is the first study in Portugal considering geographical accessibility based
on the catchment area of the hospitals. Most studies published to date consider the closest hospital to
evaluate geographical accessibility in Portugal [27,105,106,127]. This was due to some instability in the
delimitation of the hospital catchment areas and the constant changes in the hierarchical organization.
Moreover, it is the first study that provides evidence on the inappropriateness of considering the
centroid of the municipality to account for the whole of the population in Portugal, ignoring the spatial
distribution of the population inside the municipality, especially in rural areas where census tracts
mostly have lower population densities and where land use is largely non-residential.

Nonetheless, the methodology presents some limitations requiring awareness. First,
geographical accessibility is modelled as a static concept with no consideration of temporal variations in
services and transportation provision across the diurnal cycle and week. Second, the method considers
ideal travel conditions for all individuals, without considering issues, such as road congestion and
means of transportation. Third, population-weighted driving times only account for spatial aspects of
accessibility and do not take into account the fact that healthcare services are different between them
and are spatially and temporally linked in chains or even consider the financial, social or economic
constraints in the access to the hospital [76,153]. Fourth, the grained scale could be even smaller
by considering the building block where the population lives. Finally, this metric is dependent on
the census survey since there are no projections of population by census tract, so updating it is only
possible every ten years.

Further enhancements can be introduced on future studies to improve the detail obtained by
this metric. For example, other studies might consider different data regarding the health services
(e.g., integrate the Spanish hospitals closer to the border, evaluate geographical accessibility to the
closest hospital, consider the hospital capacity or other types of health services), the transportation
mode (e.g., calculate the time by public transportation according to the main transportation mode used
by the population or using the average travel speed on the road) and the population (e.g., taking into
account the age of the population and its potential use in health services annually and the temporal
fluctuations in population or applying a distance decay based on real utilization of the services).

5. Conclusions

This study provides evidence that, although geographical access has improved over the years,
municipalities still present considerable differences in terms of the time it takes to reach the reference
hospital. The results highlight that inequalities are still visible, especially in municipalities with a high
share of older population, a population-weighted time greater than 30 min and border communities
that require higher attention.

By reflecting the current status of the geographical accessibility of the Portuguese municipalities,
these findings can contribute to the decision-making process, both local and national, in terms of
directing the current and future efforts to reduce disparities between municipalities. Notice that
municipalities with weak geographical accessibility have been spotted, explained, discussed and
suggestions have been put forward for policy-makers.

The value of using this approach has also been demonstrated and contributes to the field
of healthcare planning, population health, public health and probably to other human services.
Although this study focuses on a European Union’ peripheric country, such as Portugal, the methodology
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illustrates possibilities for future research to inform local, regional and national healthcare planning
and implementation elsewhere. These results exhibit that it is possible to bring the detail of small-area
level information to a larger administrative level by producing an indicator that is directly interpretable
in absolute units and is, therefore, easily communicable to and readily understood by policy makers
and civil society. This advantage is a direct outcome of the spatial resolution and of the aggregation
method this research has achieved. Thus, this method is a step forward in terms of measuring and
communicating geographical accessibility.
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